Year 7 Work – 16th July 2021
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Work to be completed
Complete the first side of the sheet you were given in your lesson yesterday
on averages. Use the descriptions as well as the knowledge organiser.
Maths
Further work on averages can be found on Hegarty Maths.
Complete the worksheet (given to you during Wednesday's lesson) on
deforestation in the Amazon. Task 1) Using TEA describe the graph,
remember to use data in your answer. Task 2 & 3) Complete the 4 mark
Geography explain questions using 'this means that'
Lesson - Why did Britain colonise America? Read through the PowerPoint
slides that have been printed off for you. Read the information sheet that
History
you have been given and fill in the A3 worksheet/chart.
Complete the first side of the sheet you were given in your lesson yesterday
on averages. Use the descriptions as well as the knowledge organiser.
Maths
Further work on averages can be found on Hegarty Maths.
Complete the worksheets about places in a town and the time in Spanish.
All instructions are on the sheets and you can use your Knowledge
Spanish
Organisers to help you.
Using your knowledge of the Gothic genre and its conventions, look out of
your window and create a 200 word description of the road you live on BUT
make it sound Gothic, eeire and unsettling! Re-read the 'Woman in the
Graveyard' extract if you need inspiration or ideas! Once you've finished can
English
you highlight or underline all of the gothic references you've made?

Drama
English

3

Spanish
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English
Science
Science

In class you have looked at values and in particular kindness as a starting
point for a role play. 200 word challenge: read the extarct written by Adam
a 13 year old and use the content to write a reply to Adam explaining why
kindness is important. Consider: kindness to others and being kind to
yourself. Ext: List x4 drama skills that you have devloped this year stating
what they are and how you have used them in a performance.
Complete the worksheets about places in a town and the time in Spanish.
All instructions are on the sheets and you can use your Knowledge
Organisers to help you.
Using your knowledge of the Gothic genre and its conventions, look out of
your window and create a 200 word description of the road you live on BUT
make it sound Gothic, eeire and unsettling! Re-read the 'Woman in the
Graveyard' extract if you need inspiration or ideas! Once you've finished can
you highlight or underline all of the gothic references you've made?
Designe and create a paper aeroplane that will fly the longest distance
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